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Using an Oscilloscope to Diagnose DTCs
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Figure 1: Schematic of shift solenoid and pressure
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Discussion

Diagnosis

The journey started when I came across another
Toyota Corolla equipped with the 1ZZ-FE engine.
This vehicle would occasionally set the P2716 DTC.
The error was sporadic – anywhere from a couple
of hours up to several days could pass before the
failure recurred.
Automatic transmission technicians told me that it
was necessary to remove and disassemble the transmission to repair this problem. They also said that
the problem was caused by a malfunctioning solenoid “D” and that, unfortunately, you could only get

The preliminary analysis of the problem is one of
sporadic failure, and most likely electrical rather
than mechanical. It should be mentioned that it is
possible, however, for an occasional mechanical
seizing of Solenoid “D” to cause an increase of cur-
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terminals. Contrast this with the shift solenoids that
have a fixed ground and the PCM provides a power
to operate them. Note that at this point, we do not
know which terminal is the power supply and which
terminal is the ground or low control for the pressure
control solenoid.
The oscilloscope was connected between ground
and terminal 4 on the transmission connector. The
waveform obtained from terminal 4 can be seen in
Figure 2. You can see that the voltage on the control
or ground side does not drop below 4.5V, and that the
control voltage is unstable.

Figure 2: Waveform on terminal 4 of the transmission
connector.

rent consumption, setting the P2716 DTC. If the failure
were to occur in the control or the power circuits, the
PCM should set P2718 and/or 2719. These DTCs do
not set, so it is reasonable to assume that the actual
circuits are OK.
To properly diagnose this problem, it is necessary
to use an automotive diagnostic oscilloscope/engine
analyzer that can measure and record both voltage
and current simultaneously with sufficient resolution
and speed. For me, the most suitable tool for this type
of diagnosis is the USB Autoscope IV, which combines
compactness, performance and ease of use.
As can be seen in Figure 1 on page 18, solenoid “D”
is connected to terminals 1 and 4 of the connector.
Notice that the PCM supplies both power and ground
to the pressure control solenoid through these two

Figure 3: Voltage waveform from both terminals on the
pressure control solenoid, along with the current waveform in
the circuit.
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Figure 4: Time compressed waveform from the same capture as
in Figure 3.

Based on the waveform, it is very likely that pin 4 is
the ground-controlled side of the circuit. However, in
order to make a final decision, we will need more data.
The voltage waveform alone is not sufficient for a
good analysis. If we can observe both the voltage and
the current waveform from the operating solenoid, we
will be better able to make a final determination.
The lack of a complete pull down to ground could
be caused by a low resistance path to ground causing
current in excess of the capability of the driver in the
PCM. The low resistance path could be caused by
a shorted solenoid winding or circuit. Also, a poor
ground for the control unit circuit could cause the
driver to be unable to pull the circuit all the way to the
ground potential.
To gather more data, we used three channels from
the oscilloscope as shown in Figure 3, waveform #2.
Channel 1: Current clamp.
Channel 2: Supply voltage on terminal 1 of the
Transmission valve block.
Channel 3: Control voltage on terminal 4 of the
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Figure 5: Ground circuit waveforms along with the low or
ground circuit for the pressure control solenoid.

Transmission valve block.
As can be seen in the oscilloscope capture, the supply voltage does not fall below 10.8V, and the solenoid
current consumption is normal at approximately 1A.
There are no current spikes present in the waveform,
which indicates the absence of mechanical seizing or

Circle # 21 for Reader Service

“stickiness” of solenoid “D”. Based on these observations, there are no external factors that could overload the pressure control solenoid driver. The load is
electrically sound, but the driver is unable to provide
normal current through the solenoid “D” and is incapable of pulling the circuit below 4.4V.
By using a long time base or time compressing
the waveform, the failure becomes clearly visible as
shown in Figure 4.
This type of failure could be a defective output
transistor driver in the PCM or a poor ground for
the driver. In order to determine if it is the driver or
the ground, we can check the PCM grounds with an
oscilloscope. One way to do this is to connect the four
channels of an oscilloscope as follows:
Channel 1: Control voltage of Solenoid “D”.
Channel 2: Ground 1.
Channel 3: Ground 2.
Channel 4: Ground 3.
On the waveforms in Figure 5, we can see that the
solenoid circuit does affect one of the grounds. The
affect, however, is infinitesimal at only 15 mV and will
have no discernible effect on the operation of the
Continued to page 41
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driver. Based on these measurements we can conclude
that the reason for the 2716 DTC is inside the PCM.
In Toyota’s TSB (TC015-07), it was confirmed that
the PCM in our vehicle, 89661-02S13, is one of the
affected control units. The TSB says to replace the
PCM. Replacing the PCM does involve considerable expense. It is also a pity to change an otherwise
perfectly operational PCM due to one minor defect.
The question then becomes: Is it possible to repair the
PCM? To answer the question, the control unit was
disassembled and the driver that controls the operation of solenoid “D” was located.

Repair
Examination of the PCM board revealed a factory
defect. The problem was a cold solder joint of two
pins of the driver. Since the repair did not involve
modifying the circuitry or replacing components, the
chip was resoldered.
Considerable testing after the repair verified that the
P2716 DTC did not return. The final confirmation test
was done using an oscilloscope. The waveform seen
in Figure 6 was recorded on terminal 4 of the trans-

Figure 6: Waveform from pin 4 on the transmission solenoid
connector after the repair.

mission solenoid connector. In this capture it can be
seen that the solenoid driver is capable of pulling the
voltage down to about 214 mV, which is the normal
voltage seen from this type of transistor driver.
Using an oscilloscope, it is possible to solve difficult
and complex problem diagnoses. The cost to repair
failures can also be reduced. The satisfaction that
comes from being able to solve and repair complex
technical failures cannot be discounted either. TS
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CAT IV Wireless Clamp
Use your smartphone or tablet to view measurements
wirelessly using the Lang 13810. It offers technicians
the flexibility to choose from test lead measurements,
a standard clamp head or a low amp clamp-on current
head. Remotely measure and display AC/DC volts, up to
400 amps, or low amps with mA resolution. One technician can now monitor measurements while activating
various systems in the vehicle, and safely view trends
and record data during a test drive. The 13810’s
transmitter communicates using wireless protocol
compatible with smartphones and tablets and has
an additional wireless RF module built-in for
future expansion. The software app is
available on iOS and Android devices and
features Min/Max, live graphing, data logging
with export via e-mail.
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